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Frequency-multiplication technology based on microwave photonic principles can be used to gener-
ate microwave and millimeter wave signals with a wide frequency tuning range. However, the existing 
cascaded external modulation frequency-tupling scheme needs to ensure the phase coherence of the 
modulated Radio Frequency (RF) signal, while the phase modulation directly limits the frequency tun-
ing range of the external modulation frequency multiplication. In this paper, a novel approach for gen-
erating an incoherent frequency 12-tupling signal with cascade modulation is proposed. The structure of 
cascaded dual-parallel Mach-Zehnder modulators can generate a frequency 12-tupling signal. The pro-
posed structure uses no filter or phase control of the RF driving signal. Microwave photonic frequency-
tupling was realized under incoherent conditions. Software simulations and experiments validated the 
proposed structure and proved that it can generate frequency 12-tupling microwave signals under in-
coherent conditions. Both the frequency range and reliability of the frequency-tupling system has been 
improved by the proposed structure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wideband microwave and millimeter wave signal sourc-
es are widely used in radar, communication and other fields. 
The quality of bandwidth, frequency tuning and frequency 
stability determine the performance of microwave and mil-
limeter wave systems. At present, millimeter-wave signal 
sources can be generated using vacuum electronic and sol-
id-state devices. The signal sources generated by them are 
called the electric vacuum source and solid-state source, re-
spectively. An electric vacuum source can guarantee a large 
output power, whose large volume, unstable performance 
and limited bandwidth restrict its large-scale application 
[1]. The corresponding solid-state frequency source, which 
is limited by the development level of technology, suffers 

from large volume and high power consumption.
High frequency, low phase-noise, frequency-adjustable 

microwave, and millimeter-wave signals are expensive or 
challenging to generate in the Radio Frequency (RF) do-
main [2–4]. Compared to traditional electronic methods, 
microwave photonic technology has attracted great atten-
tion due to its advantages of high speed, ultra wideband, 
low loss, and low weight, which can improve the phase 
noise, bandwidth and frequency characteristics of micro-
wave millimeter wave signal sources [5]. Recently, a vari-
ety of photonics methods have been proposed to generate 
microwave and millimeter-wave signals [6].

At present, photonics approaches to generate microwave 
and millimeter-wave signals can be divided into five main 
types, namely: (1) optical injection locking [7, 8], (2) opti-
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cal phase-locked loop [9, 10], (3) dual-wavelength lasers 
[11, 12], (4) optoelectronic oscillators [13, 14], and (5) ex-
ternal modulation-based frequency multiplication [15–24]. 
The frequency-multiplication based on external modulation 
has certain advantages in terms of frequency tunability and 
stability. An external electro-optic modulator is used to 
modulate the low-frequency carrier to the optical carrier. 
By retaining the two sideband signals participating in beat 
frequency, the optical carrier and other redundant sideband 
signals are suppressed, followed by the optical signal con-
version by the photodetector (PD) to generate millimeter-
wave signals with multiple RF drive frequencies [15]. Ex-
ternal electro-optic modulators include the Mach-Zehnder 
modulator (MZM), phase modulator (PM) and polarization 
modulator (PolM). In the early stage of the development of 
external modulation frequency-multiplication technology, a 
single MZM was mainly used for intensity modulation. By 
controlling the amplitude and phase of the RF modulated 
signal and the bias voltages, an optical notch filter with 
a fixed wavelength can be used to generate a frequency-
multiplication microwave millimeter wave signal [15].

To avoid using a filter and to improve the frequency-
multiplication coefficient of the external modulation 
scheme, researchers have designed series and parallel MZM 
modulators to generate frequency-multiplication signals. 
In the frequency-multiplication scheme of a series MZM 
modulator [16], by controlling the bias voltage of the two-
stage modulator, as well as the amplitude and phase char-
acteristics of the RF modulation signal, the quadrupling, 
sextupling and eightupling generation signals can be gener-
ated.

On this basis, research teams have focused on the com-
bination of series and parallel structures to form more 
complex designs, which can further achieve frequency 
12-tupling [17–19] and 16-tupling [20, 21] microwave and 
millimeter wave signal generation without filters.

The MZM modulator needs to use a bias voltage to 
control its working state, which is directly affected by the 
stability of the bias voltage. The PM and PolM modulators 
have no working state drift, but the PM modulation signal 
cannot be directly detected by the PD; as such, it needs to 
be converted into an intensity modulation signal, which 
adds extra complexity to the system. Compared with MZM 
and PM, the external modulation technology based on PolM 
can stably generate microwave and millimeter wave signals 
with a high frequency-multiplication coefficient. In recent 
years, several frequency-multiplication schemes based on 
PolM have been proposed [22–24]. The combination of 
PolM with a polarizer and a fixed-wavelength notch filter 
can generate frequency-sextupling microwave millimeter 
wave signals [22]. The combination of PolM with a Sagnac 
ring can generate frequency-quadrupling microwave sig-
nals by controlling polarization controllers (PC) at different 

positions to suppress carrier wave and odd-order sidebands 
[23, 24].

In conclusion, the photonic frequency-multiplication 
method based on the external modulation technology can 
generate broadband frequency-tunable microwave milli-
meter wave signals. However, the frequency-multiplication 
coefficient of a single external modulator is limited, and 
the phase of the RF modulated signal needs to be strictly 
controlled to ensure the phase coherence of the modulated 
signal [25]. This requires the introduction of RF phase con-
trol components such as phase shifters or RF bridges. Most 
of the RF phase control components above suffer seriously 
from the bandwidth limitation. At the same time, the phase 
fluctuation will lead to a shift in the frequency-multiplica-
tion coefficient of the system, leading to significant dete-
rioration of the RF harmonic suppression ratio (RFHSR) of 
the output signal. This seriously limits the performance of 
photonic frequency-multiplication systems.

Regarding the above problems, this paper proposes a 
method for incoherent generation of frequency 12-tupling 
signals based on cascade modulation. In this proposed 
structure, incoherence indicates that there exists no fixed 
phase relationship between modulated microwave signals, 
and that no phase control of the RF driving signal is re-
quired. Microwave photonic frequency-tupling was realized 
under incoherent conditions. The structure was verified by 
software simulations and experiments, respectively. Both 
simulation and experimental investigation proved that the 
proposed scheme can generate frequency 12-tupling micro-
wave signals under incoherent conditions. The structure im-
proved the frequency range and reliability of the frequency-
tupling system.

Ⅱ. PRINCIPLE

The experimental setup for the non-coherent cascade 
modulation for generating frequency 12-tupling signal is 
shown in Fig. 1. The structure is mainly composed of a 
distributed feedback laser (DFB), a PC, two dual parallel 
Mach-Zehnder modulators (DPMZM), an optical coupler, 
an Erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), a PD and a RF 
low-noise amplifier (LNA). It can be observed that no 
phase control component exists in the structure in order to 
ensure the phase coherence of the modulated signal, as well 
as no optical and RF filters are introduced.

The RF driving signal is modulated to the optical car-
rier by the sub-modulator DPMZM1-a, which works at the 
maximum bias point. The sub-modulator DPMZM1-b is 
not modulated by RF driving signal, but only introduces the 
bias voltage to control the amplitude of the output optical 
carrier signal. The main modulator DPMZM1-c works at 
the minimum bias point. The output optical signal of DP-
MZM1 can be expressed as
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 represents its phase, β 1−a is the modulation depth of 
DPMZM1-a, Vπ is the halfwave switching voltage of DP-
MZM1-b, and V1−b is the bias voltage of DPMZM1-b. Ac-
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, where Jn(m) is the 
Bessel function of order n. Thus, formula (1) can be further 
converted as
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With the conditions of cos(πV1−b / 2Vπ) = J0(β 1−a) and the 
modulation coefficient β1−a being relatively small, the out-

put optical signal of DPMZM1 can be simplified as

FIG. 1. The structure of optical microwave generation scheme with frequency 12-tupling based on cascade dual-parallel Mach-
Zehnder modulator.
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The generated ±2 order sideband signal is divided into 
two separate channels, one of which goes into the PD, sub-
sequently the low noise amplifier and is further converted 
into a frequency-quadrupling microwave signal:
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 represents the responsivity of PD1, and V1(ωm, 

t) is the electrical field at output of PD1. Another ±2 or-
der sideband signal is employed as the light source of the 
DPMZM2 modulator. The sub-modulator DPMZM2-a in 
DPMZM2 is not modulated by the RF driving signal, and 
only introduces a bias voltage to control the amplitude of 
the second-order sideband signal. The main modulator DP-
MZM2-c and the sub-modulator DPMZM2-b work at the 
minimum bias point. The output optical signal of DPMZM2 
can be expressed as
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In which, β 2−b is the modulation depth of DPMZM2-b, 
and V2−a is the bias voltage of DPMZM2-a. It can be seen 
that the output signal of the sub-modulator DPMZM2-
b contains ±2nd and ±6th order sidebands, which control 
the bias voltage of the other sub-modulator DPMZM2-a 

V2−a. Under the condition of cos(πV2−b / 2Vπ) = J1(β 2−b), the 
second-order sideband signal is canceled, retaining only the 
± 6-order sideband signal. The output optical signal of DP-
MZM1 can be simplified as
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The ±6 order sideband signal is converted into an RF 
signal by PD2. The output RF signal can be expressed as
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It can be observed from Eq. (7) that this scheme does 
not require the introduction of phase shifters or RF bridges, 
nor of other RF phase control components, to ensure the 
phase coherence of the modulated signal, nor does it need 
to introduce optical and RF filters. Combining the work-
ing status of the main modulator and sub-modulator of the 
DPMZM can realize the generation of frequency 12-tupling 
microwave millimeter wave signals.

Ⅲ. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT

Based on the optisystem simulation software platform, 
a simulation system for the incoherent generation of fre-
quency 12-tupling signal of cascade modulation was built. 
The main parameters of the simulation system are listed in 
Table 1.

By adjusting the bias voltage of DPMZM1 sub-modula-
tor and the main modulator, the main modulator DPMZM1-
c works at the minimum bias point, while the sub-modula-

TABLE 1. The main parameters of the simulation system

Name Value
Optical frequency (THz) 193.1 

Optical power (dBm) 0 
Linewidth (MHz) 1 

Drive amplitude (V) 2 
Vπ (V) 6 

PD responsivity (A/W) 0.8 
Dark current (nA) 10 

Extinction ratio (dB) 35 
Insertion loss (dB) 5 

Modulation coefficient β 0.523
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tor DPMZM1-a works at the maximum bias point, and the 
bias voltage of the sub-modulator DPMZM1-b meets the 
condition of cos(πV1−b / 2Vπ) = J0(β 1−a). With different fre-
quency driving signals, the output spectrum of DPMZM1 
and the frequency-quadrupling signal spectrum after PD1 

conversion are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. It can 
be seen that the optical sideband suppress ratio (OSSR) 
of DPMZM1 output signal is greater than 37 dB, and that 
except ±2 order sideband, all the other optical sideband 
signals are significantly suppressed. The power of the fre-

FIG. 3. Output spectrum of DPMZM1 and the frequency-quadrupling signal spectrum after PD1 conversion in the simulation. (a) 
Optical spectra of DPMZM1 with 5 GHz, (b) spectra of frequency-quadrupled signal with 5 GHz, (c) optical spectra of DPMZM1 
with 8 GHz, (d) spectra of frequency-quadrupled signal with 8 GHz, (e) optical spectra of DPMZM1 with 10 GHz, and (f) spectra of 
frequency-quadrupled signal with 10 GHz.

FIG. 2. Output spectrum of DPMZM1 and the frequency-quadrupling signal spectrum after PD1 conversion in the simulation. (a) 
Optical spectra of DPMZM1 with 1 GHz, (b) spectra of frequency-quadrupled signal with 1 GHz, (c) optical spectra of DPMZM1 
with 1.5 GHz, and (d) spectra of frequency-quadrupled signal with 1.5 GHz.
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FIG. 4. Optical spectrum of DPMZM2 and spectrum of the frequency 12-tupling signal after PD2 conversion in the simulation. (a) 
Optical spectra of DPMZM2 with 1 GHz, (b) spectra of frequency 12-tupling signal with 1 GHz, (c) optical spectra of DPMZM2 
with 1.5 GHz, and (d) spectra of frequency 12-tupling signal with 1.5 GHz.

quency-quadrupling signal generated by the first modulator 
after PD1 conversion is significantly greater than that of 
other harmonic signals, and the RFHSR of the frequency-

quadrupling signal is greater than 32 dB.
The ±2 order sideband signal generated by DPMZM1 is 

used as the optical source signal modulated by DPMZM2. 

FIG. 5. Optical spectrum of DPMZM2 and spectrum of the frequency 12-tupling signal after PD2 conversion in the simulation. (a) 
Optical spectra of DPMZM2 with 5 GHz, (b) spectra of frequency 12-tupling signal with 5 GHz, (c) optical spectra of DPMZM2 
with 8 GHz, (d) spectra of frequency 12-tupling signal with 8 GHz, (e) optical spectra of DPMZM2 with 10 GHz, and (f) spectra of 
frequency 12-tupling signal with 10 GHz.
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The RF modulated signal is the frequency-quadrupling sig-
nal generated by the first modulator after PD1 conversion. 
The main modulator DPMZM2-c and the sub-modulator 
DPMZM2-b work at the minimum bias point, while the 
sub-modulator DPMZM2-a meets the condition cos(πV2−a / 
2Vπ) = J1(β 2−b), Under the condition of different frequency 
driving signals, the output spectrum of DPMZM2 and that 
of the frequency 12-tupling signal after PD2 conversion are 
shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. It can be seen that the 
largest output optical signal is the ±6 order sideband signal, 
and the power of other optical sideband signals is smaller, 
among them the power of optical carrier signal is relatively 
larger. Comparison between the power of side band signal 
of order ±6 with that of optical carrier signal reveals that the 
OSSR is greater than 32 dB under the condition of different 
frequency modulation signals. The output optical signal of 
DPMZM2 is converted into RF signal by PD2. According 
to the output frequency generated by different frequency 
modulation signals, the power of the frequency 12-tupling 
signal is greater than that of the other harmonic component 
signals. Under the condition of 1.5 GHz RF driving signal, 
the RFHSR of the output signal is the worst, with RFHSR 
of 22.8 dB.

The elimination of the sidebands is achieved by adjust-
ing the voltage of the DC bias. If the DC bias deviates from 
the ideal value, the performance of the proposed scheme 
will degrade. This structure is susceptible to the influence 
of the bias voltage of the first modulator. Figure 6 shows 
the impact of nonideal bias voltage of V1−b on OSSR and 
RFHSR in the simulation under the condition of 8 GHz 
RF driving signal. The OSSR and RFHSR impacts of 

DPMZM1 are shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), respectively. 
Similarly, The OSSR and RFHSR impacts of DPMZM2 are 
shown in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d), respectively. It can be seen 
that OSSR and RFHSR is the highest for the bias voltage 
close to ideal value and then degrades slowly with the in-
crement of deviation value. The OSSR higher than 10 dB 
can be obtained if the deviation is less than 0.5%. Similarly, 
RFSSR is susceptible to nonideal bias voltage, Therefore, 
bias voltage should be well controlled for the proposed 
scheme. 

Based on the structure and optisystem simulation, an 
experimental system for the incoherent generation of fre-
quency 12-tupling signal of cascade modulation is built. 
An image of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 7. The 
main parameters of the optoelectronic devices used in the 
experiment are listed in Table 2.

In the experiment, the bias voltage of the main modula-
tor and sub-modulators was adjusted. The main modulator 
DPMZM1-c operates at the minimum bias point. The sub-
modulator DPMZM1-a operates at the maximum bias point, 
with the bias voltage of the sub-modulator DPMZM1-b sat-
isfying cos(πV1−b / 2Vπ) = J0(β 1−a). The output spectrum of 
DPMZM1 and the output signal spectrum after PD1 conver-
sion under the driving signal conditions of 1 and 1.5 GHz 
are demonstrated in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the power of 
the ±2nd order sideband signal is the largest in Figs. 8(a) 
and 8(c), while the optical carrier signal and the ±1st order 
sideband signal are suppressed in the output spectrum. By 
comparison, the OSSR of the ±2nd order sideband signal 
is greater than 15 dB under the driving signal frequencies 
of 1 and 1.5 GHz. In Fig. 8(b), the frequency of the driving 

FIG. 6. Impact of nonideal bias voltage of  
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FIG. 7. Image of the experimental setup for incoherent generation of frequency 12-tupling signal of cascade modulation.

TABLE 2. The main parameters of the optoelectronic devices used in the experiment

Optoelectronic devices Parameter Value

DFB laser
Wavelength (nm) 1551.59 

Optical power (dBm) 0 
Linewidth (MHz) 10 

DPMZM1
(FTM7961EX)a)

Optical 3 dB bandwidth (GHz) >22 
Insertion loss (dB) ≤7.5 

Vπ (V) 3.5 
Extinction ratio (dB) >20 

β 1−a
b) 0.538

V1−b (V)b) 0.85 

DPMZM2
(FTM7977HQA)a)

Optical 3dB bandwidth (GHz) >23 
Insertion loss (dB) 13 

Vπ (V) 3.5 
Extinction ratio (dB) 20 

β 2−b
c) 0.603

V2−a (V)c) 0.95 

PD1
Responsivity (A/W) 0.7 
Bandwidth (GHz) 12 

PD2
Responsivity (A/W) 0.6 
Bandwidth (GHz) 40 

ESA (N9010A)d)

OSA (1500s)e)

a)Fujitsu, Tokyo, Japan, b)The frequency of drive signal is 1.5 GHz, c)The frequency of drive signal is 6 GHz, d)Agilent, California, 
US, e)Finisar, California, US.
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signal is 1GHz, while the power of the 4 GHz frequency-
quadrupling signal is the largest, which is 30.2 dB higher 
than that of the generated 6 GHz harmonic signal; similarly, 
in Fig. 8(d), the frequency of the driving signal is 1.5 GHz, 
and the power of the 6 GHz frequency-quadrupling signal 
is 27.9 dB higher than that of the 9 GHz harmonic signal.

The spectral signal generated by DPMZM1 under the 
condition of a high-frequency RF driving signal is illustrat-
ed in Fig. 9. It can be seen that OSSR of the generated ±2 
order sideband is basically consistent with that generated 
by the driving signal at 1 and 1.5 GHz. The power of the ±2 
order sideband is greater than that of the other sidebands, 
and the OSSR is greater than 14.6 dB. The OSSR is slightly 
less than that of the driving signal at 1 and 1.5 GHz.

The main modulator DPMZM2-c and sub-modulator 
DPMZM2-b work at the minimum bias point, with the other 
modulator DPMZM2-b meeting the condition cos(πV2−a / 
2Vπ) = J1(β 2−b). Under the driving signal conditions of 1 
and 1.5 GHz, the spectrum of the DPMZM2 output signal 
and the spectrum signal after PD2 conversion are shown 
in Fig. 10. As can be observed from Figs. 10(a) and 10(c), 
the power of the ± 6 order sideband signal is the largest, 
while those of other optical sideband signals are relatively 
smaller. In Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), the RF driving signal 
frequency is 1 GHz, and the OSSR is 15.1 dB, with the 
power of the 12 GHz frequency 12-tupling signal being the 
largest, which is 16.6 dB higher than that of the 14 GHz 
frequency 14-tupling harmonic signal generated. In Figs. 

FIG. 8. Spectrum of DPMZM1 and frequency-quadrupling signal spectrum after PD1 conversion in the experiment. (a) Optical 
±2nd sideband of DPMZM1 with 1 GHz, (b) spectra of frequency-quadrupled signal with 1 GHz, (c) optical ±2nd sideband of 
DPMZM1 with 1.5 GHz, (d) spectra of frequency-quadrupled signal with 1.5 GHz (Insets: Optical Span = 0.15 nm; Optical 
Resolution Bandwidth = 150 MHz; RF Span = 26.5 GHz; RF Resolution Bandwidth = 3 MHz).

FIG. 9. Optical ±2nd sideband of DPMZM1 in the experiment. (a) With 2GHz, (b) with 2.5GHz, and (c) with 3GHz (Insets: Optical 
Span = 0.15 nm, Optical Resolution Bandwidth = 150 MHz).
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10(c) and 10(d), the RF driving signal frequency is 1.5 
GHz, while the OSSR is 14.3 dB, with the power of the 18 
GHz frequency 12-tupling signal being the largest, which is 
9.1 dB higher than that of the frequency-quadrupled signal. 
The decrease in the RFHSR is mainly affected by the low 
response of the PD in the high-frequency band.

To verify the feasibility of the scheme in the high-fre-
quency band, the spectrum of the output signal of DPMZM2 
is measured in the experiment, as shown in Fig. 11; it is gen-
erated by 2, 2.5, and 3 GHz RF driving signals, respectively. 
It can be observed that the spectrum is basically consistent 
with that under the conditions of 1 and 1.5 GHz driving sig-
nal frequencies, and that the power of the ±6 order sideband 
is larger than that of other sidebands, with the OSSR being 
as 13.6, 14.1, and 12.1 dB, which is slightly less than that of 

the driving signal frequencies of 1 and 1.5 GHz.

Ⅳ. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel incoherent generation approach of 
frequency 12-tupling signal with cascade modulation was 
proposed. The core advantage of the scheme was that it 
can realize microwave photonic frequency-tupling without 
ensuring the phase coherence of the modulated signal. This 
scheme mainly reduces the dependence of the frequency-
tupling system on phase control, and can expand the fre-
quency range of the output signal. The proposed scheme 
was validated by both simulation and experimental investi-
gations.

FIG. 10. Optical spectrum of DPMZM2 and spectrum of the frequency 12-tupling signal after PD2 conversion in the experiment. 
(a) Optical ±6th sideband of DPMZM2 with 1 GHz, (b) spectra of frequency 12-tupling signal with 1 GHz, (c) optical ±6th sideband 
of DPMZM2 with 1.5 GHz, and (d) spectra of frequency 12-tupling signal with 1.5 GHz (Insets: Optical Span = 0.15 nm; Optical 
Resolution Bandwidth = 150 MHz; RF Span = 26.5 GHz; RF Resolution Bandwidth = 3 MHz).

FIG. 11. Optical ±6th sideband of second DPMZM in the experiment. (a) With 2GHz, (b) with 2.5GHz, and (c) with 3GHz (Insets: 
Optical Span = 0.15 nm; Optical Resolution Bandwidth = 150 MHz).
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